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Aunt Margaret - Stephanie Hospod
Stephanie Hospod is a sophomore at Greeneville High School.
She was last seen in the SHS Production of "Joseph and the Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat." She has also been
involved in other plays, stage crew, dance, choir, orchestra, and various academic activities. Stephanie
dedicates this to her parents for their support.

We relish news of our heroes,
forgetting that we are extraordinary to somebody too.

Helen Hayes

Marty & Billy's Understudy- Jeff Zalubowski
Jeff Zalubowski made his acting debut as "Bendickson" the
injured brother, in "Joseph and the Amazing Technicolor
Dreamcoat." He is a senior at Greeneville High School.
Though his acting experience is limited, Jeff plans on pursuing acting opportunities in the future.

A hero is no braver than an ordinary man,
just as he is braver five minutes longer.

Ralph Waldo Emerson

Julie - Lydia Martin
Lydia is a junior at SHS. She appeared in "Joseph and the Amazing
Technicolor Dreamcoat" and is also part of the awesome Technicolor Cast!
She is very excited to be in this play. She would like to
thank her friends, guests, and all for getting her involved in theater.

A hero is simply someone who rises above his own human weaknesses,
for an hour, a day, a year, to do something stirring.

Betty Deanges

Mr. Lawless & Dave - Tristan Slates
Tristan Slates is a senior and is the greatest actor (her according to
himself) this is Tristan's second play. He performs as a Knight in
Greeneville High School's Production of "Once Upon a Mattress".
HERB THOMPSON - MATT TAYLOR
Matt Taylor is a freshman at Greenville High School. He loves to sing and hang out with friends. He has just finished playing "Ziggy" in the RHS Production of "Joseph and The Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat". His summer was spent playing "Walter Ray" in the VHS production of "Thumbelina". He started his theatre career as the "nerd in love" in the Greenville Middle School Production of "Duck Tales and Bobbysong".

The hero is one who kindles a great light in the world, who sets us blazing torches in the dark streets of life for men to see by.
- Edwin Adler

HERBERT

GLADYS THOMPSON - TWILLA YORK
Twilla York is a spunky theatre kid. You can catch her at the Kent County 4-H Fair, nothing outshining the chaos in theatre. Twilla wants to rent a special thanks to her friend Devin, for supporting her through all her challenges.

What the world needs now, more than ever before, are every day heroes who are ready, willing and able to make a difference.
- Greg Hickman

LETS GET THIS SHOW ON THE ROAD!

PRODUCTION STAGE MANAGER - TAYLOR BIBBEN
Taylor Bibben was last seen as the throw manager in the production of "Joseph and The Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat". Taylor has worked tech for nine shows all together and this is her first time as stage manager. She is a sophomore this year and loves softball, skiing and reading. Special thanks to "cheese".

HERO - noun, 1. In mythology and legend, a person, often of divine ancestry, who is endowed with great courage and strength, celebrated for their bold exploits, and favored by the gods. 2. A person noted for feats of courage or nobility of purpose, especially one who has risked or sacrificed his life.

FRIEND - noun, 1. A person whom one knows, likes, and trusts. 2. An acquaintance. 3. A person with whom one is allied in a struggle or a cause.

A DRAMA IS A JUNIOR AT GREENCILE HIGH SCHOOL. HE WAS LAST SEEN ON THE HIGH SCHOOL STAGE AS "PARIAH" IN "JOSEPH AND THE AMAZING TECHNOCOLOR DREAMCOAT". THIS IS HIS SECOND YEAR PARTICIPATING IN CMTS ONE ACT FESTIVALS. HE WAS THE LEAD IN "BULLSHIT DREAMCATCHER" IN 2003, AND PLAYED BUDDY LAWREN IN THE "EZYZE" IN 2002.

MAYBE ALL BOYS ARE STUPID!

KIRK NOLAN - AUBREY FOWLER
Aubrey is a senior at VHS. She has appeared in "You're A Good Man, Charlie Brown", "Once Upon A Mattress" and "The Wizard of Oz". Aubrey would like to thank Crazy Nata and her peers Sandra, Michelle, and Anne for being so supportive.

Heroes are people who rise to the occasion and slip quietly away.
- Tom Brokaw

WHERE AM I?

SCARED CAMPER - HOLLY BURKES
Holly Burk is a freshman at Greenville High School. She enjoys performing arts, sports and social activities. She has been in many plays such as "Joseph and the Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat" this past November, playing Cinderella in "Into the Woods", Jr. and the "sound of Music" with the flat river players. Along with acting and singing, Holly enjoys working the tech side of the stage.

Fortress Staff
Director - Mr. Chris Chapman
Asst. Director - Mrs. Laurie Tinsman
Scenic Construction/Art - Mr. Chuck Glover
Costumes - Mrs. Cheryl Willard